Down memory lane...

Erratum

Yesterday's article on the SAP elections was printed by mistake. It was written before the alter­native move that would have required the Academic Council to amend the constitution was made.

The Observer's article was based on information from the Student Body President's Office and the Academic Council. The article was intended to inform readers about the process of amending the constitution, but it did not accurately reflect the current status or the specific proposals being discussed.

This is an important issue, as it affects a significant number of students and the entire campus community. The Observer regrets any misunderstanding caused by this error and will strive to provide accurate and timely information in the future.

---

Constitutional struggle

Battle lines drawn up

by Tom Mirabito

Staff Reporter

ThecontendingpartiesinthemostrecentstudentgovernmentdebatebeganinLafayetteStudent Council (LSC) last week. The debate was sparked by a proposal to change the student government constitution. The proposal, submitted by Mike Marget, was met with opposition from Jim Clarke, who proposed an alternative constitution.

Marget's proposal, if adopted, would create a recall vote for the executive coordinator, allowing students to remove him from office if they believe he has not been performing his duties. Clarke's proposal, on the other hand, would create an elected executive coordinator and would not include a recall provision.
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LaFortune plans finalized

by Greg Rowinski
Staff Reporter

A design for an Irish Pub is one of the plans submitted by the LaFortune Renovation Architects and approved by the LaFortune Renovation Committee last night. The planned changes will open up and clarify the building, according to the chairman of the architects, Senior Ross Blitch.

The three architecture students who made the plans will now concentrate on minor changes. The final design will be presented to the Committee and its administrative representative, Director of Student Activities, Robert Ackerman. With approval, the plans will go to Vice President for Student Affairs Philip Pecce. From this office, the designs will be sent to a sub-committee of the Board of Trustees.

The final step in the process will be the submitting of the plans to the Board at its meeting in May. Hopefully, the Board will approve them and either find a donor or allocate funds to implement the project.

The project is planned in phases. The first phase will include the construction of an Irish Pub and reorganization of student service and publications offices.

The Irish Pub will resemble the pizzerias in South Bend, serving pizza, beer, and soft drinks, according to architect Ross Blitch.

Tables and booths sufficient to seat 250 and 300 students will surround the pizza bar. The Pub will extend through the present Ruthskellar and displace the International Students' Lounge, which will be moved to the basement. The other offices in the basement will remain while a kitchen will replace the off-campus lounge.

Blich emphasized that the bar will be built even if the Indians drinking age is not lowered, but that only those with proof of age will be served alcohol.

The Student Union and student government offices will occupy second floor offices, with a lounge from the top of the main stairs to the offices.

Publications offices will occupy the third floor and a lounge will connect the stairs and the rooms.

Roxanne Jabara, a sophomore architectural student and head of the Renovation Architects, described phase two, the remodeling of the Huddle.

This effort is labelled phase two, she explained, because it is a major project and will require a great deal of time and effort.

The re-design will enlarge the eating area and increase the efficiency of the Huddle's service by making the food line a barroom with students serving themselves.

The amphitheatre will house a co-op store carrying the miscellaneous new handled by the Huddle. The architects hope that Student Government will prefer the co-op to the Radio Merchandising store not planned. Work on the pub could start after the 1973 graduation, though next summer may be a more realistic target for most of the changes. When resolving the problems must be done during the summer to eliminate conflict with student government activities.

The architects are a subgroup of the Renovation Committee. The Committee was created last year by students under the chairmanship of Jim McDonnell.
Graves: jobs open for minorities

by James Reseni
Staff Reporter


Graves focused on the problems that minority students will have finding jobs in their future and explained the opportunities open to them specifically. He referred to the March issue of Black Enterprise, which outlined the opportunities open to blacks in large corporations in 1973.

Graves then spoke about the "unlimited" opportunities open to blacks in the communication arts field, with 15 black owned radio stations existing and many more starting in this country.

In the field of Law and Politics, Graves spoke of J. Cooper, a graduate of Notre Dame, who is now 38 years old and the mayor of a town of 50 thousand people. Cooper had worked with Graves as an administrative assistant in the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy.

Graves asserted, "There are many opportunities for young black lawyers who are good and black law firms are coming into existence throughout the country."

Racial Prejudice

Salvatore J. Bello, Professor and Chairman of the Notre Dame Department of Management, introduced Graves as, "outstanding black businessman, but businessman who happens to be black."

Graves, later in his lecture, referred to this as a belief that he also professed.

"There is a double standard in the black world."

Graves explained, "Some companies might lower their standards to bring you on board. But after climbing those first three steps within the company, it becomes increasingly harder to compete with your white counterpart for those higher positions."

Graves added, "In some companies like General Electric, which is looking to hire black engineers, it will help you to be black but in others it will hurt."

Graves was recently chosen to be one of the ten outstanding minority businessmen in the country. Graves had this to say about the nomination, "I thought that it was a disaster. I would like to receive this award in ten years as an outstanding businessman, but an outstanding black businessman."

Graves then added, "We cannot forget for a second who we are, but we must see ourselves as professionals rather than minority professionals."

Success in Business

"To succeed in business it helps to be hungry," Graves stated, as he explained how his opportunities arose as an outstanding businessman.

The army had taught Graves leadership and this helped him obtain his position with Kennedy. After Kennedy was assassinated, and I had two kids that are hungry, I had to get out and do it for myself," said Graves. "It's not enough that you have the ambition to work 18 hours a day, but you need that other motivation—to be hungry!"

Graves also said that another important quality of a successful businessman is his large ego.

"Graves added, "If you can't be in business for yourself and believe in yourself—forgive it!"

During his college years at Morgan State College in Baltimore, while majoring in Economics, Graves ran a gardening business on the campus. Graves said, "I didn't know much about gardening, but I read a book, 'how to garden', and I learned enough to do it and I had the 'brass' to do it."

Graves presently heads five corporations and is a member of the national board and executive committee of the Interracial Council for Business Opportunity.

Graves was brought to campus by the Urban Studies Institute, the Black Studies Program, the College of Business and the Department of American Studies.

Nominations for GSU
President, Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer are now being accepted
All interested Grads see Barry Wessels 102B
N.S.H. for more information.

Nominations close March 30th

Kammer to describe Arizona Reservation

by George Brown
Staff Reporter

Jerry Kammer, a 1971 Notre Dame graduate, will speak to seniors and undergraduates in the Hesbay-Healy Center tonight in 117 O'Shaughnessy.

Kammer, now a teaching assistant in the Department of American History, Business and Physical Education, will speak to interested Grads about teaching in the Gallup area.
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Kammer to describe Arizona Reservation

by George Brown
Staff Reporter

Jerry Kammer, a 1971 Notre Dame graduate, will speak to seniors and undergraduates in the Hesbay-Healy Center tonight in 117 O'Shaughnessy.

Kammer, now teaching on the Navajo Reservation at St. Michaels, Arizona, stressed that a teacher's certificate is not necessary and work is on a volunteer basis. The program offers a salary of $50 a month as well as room, board, and hospitalization insurance.

This is not a great deal, said Kammer, but he has been able to live comfortably on his volunteer basis. The diocese offers a salary of $50 a month as well as room, board, and hospitalization insurance.

"It has been the most interesting experience of my life," Kammer stated.

The diocese is seeking students to teach next year or in the future in English, Science, Mathematics, History, Business and Physical Education.

"There is a need for male teachers in several elementary and high schools in the diocese. The schools are staffed largely by nuns," commented Kammer, "who feel that the presence of more male teachers would be of great benefit in guidance and counseling for the boys."

New teachers are especially needed at Cathedral High in Gallup, New Mexico due to expansion in enrollment, explained Kammer.

The Gallup Diocese consists of 15,000 square miles inhabited by 280,000 people, 60,000 of whom are Catholic. These people include the Navajo and Jicarilla Apache tribes. There are also several Indian posts within the diocese including the Laguna, Yuni, and Acoma pueblos. In addition, there are many Spanish Americans and Anglos in the diocese.

Graves and Kammer will be speaking tonight in the Hesbay-Healy Center in Notre Dame.
The stage has been set for what could well be the most important meeting in the short history of the Hall President's Council tonight in Saint Ed's Chapel. The players have all been introduced, the game plans announced. It now remains for that body to decide whether or not the student body of Notre Dame will win, lose or draw in their attempt to achieve effective student government.

There have been other political battles on this campus which have been clouded by ideas which are too similar, fear of radical change, or just plain uncertainty as to what this student body needs in the way of self-government. None of these conditions should exist this time around. Experience has taught us too many painful lessons.

The inability of the six SLC representatives to receive any substantial amount of feedback from the large constituencies by whom they were elected, caused a large cloud of apathy to surround the present Board of Commissioners. A check as to how many times they convened during the past year is evidence enough of their inadequacy.

Elections in recent years have been a confused collage of candidates some of whom were experts in the field of student policy, some of whom had new and interesting ideas in the field of student services, and some of whom had no practical knowledge of the student government whatsoever. Obviously, policy and service are two distinct and extremely important areas, and each one should be filled by experts. And students should not have to sacrifice good administration in either area simply because the two areas have foolishly been consolidated.

The shortcomings of past and present student governments, along with the consistently serious support of hall governments by students should guide everyone with the obvious conviction that student government at Notre Dame must be restructured before the representative classes.

The HPC has proven itself to be the most representative body of students on this campus. One proposed constitution affords them the legislative power to make that representation more than just meaningless advice. That proposal is Jim Clarke's.

One constitution divides the two distinct areas of student government into two separate branches. The area of policy is headed by the Student Association Chairman, and the area of service is headed by the Executive Coordinator. That proposal belongs to Clark.

Once and for all, Clarke's constitution allows for students to elect, at-large, the men who can come up with the most unique and appealing ideas relating to student services, ideas that are easily expressed and understood during the course of a campaign week.

But no longer will students have to attempt to judge confusing and often vacuous policy proposals, for the Chairman of Student Association will be chosen by and from the Student Association Forum. And students will have a direct input into that choice by electing their respective hall presidents and off-campus representatives, people whom they can reasonably judge because of their immediate contact with those candidates.

It is true that the HPC will be becoming legislative for the first time in their history if Clarke's proposal is ratified by the Hall Councils, but also for the first time in their history, they will have more than simply an advisory role, one that is comfortably abiding, but shamefully ineffective. Student government needs a group with the power and the correct insights enabling them to enact that good advice. The HPC could answer those needs.

Hopefully, tonight all of the nachance opportunities of student government as we know it at Notre Dame will be extremely vivid in the minds of the hall presidents. For they, and we, have no alternative but to endorse the constitution's proposal of Jim Clarke's.

The Editorial Board

Yes To Clarke

Talking Old Soldiers

Fred Giuffrida

With the recent resurrection of the discussion concerning the student government constitution, I felt myself obliged to address my pen one last time - and very briefly - on the subject of student government.

The present student government does have a useful function to perform. However, students should not entertain high expectations, for it has no independent power. Its functions are primarily three: (1) services - which basically constitutes the operations of Student Union, whose structure is not mentioned anywhere; (2) representation of campus committees and student administrative officers, who often display a remarkable ignorance in matters of student government in the absence of the real policymakers to pass down decisions favorable to students; and (3) to prepare the students for real life. As most of you have known, there is no real power here. Student government is simply the political equivalent of the sorority without the sorority checks and balances. Checks to prevent the abuse of such a situation.

The falaccious reasoning has been the cause of the careful distinction between the need for a representative body on campus. The result, in my four years of experience, has been a constant back-and-forth between the SSI and the student, and the Senate Board of Commissioners. This should go on forever. This is exactly what the system is designed to do. In the meantime, it has also divided the student vote and further weakened student government. The only speakable argument presented against this analysis is that student government does not fill any need.
remember spring break?

photos by mike budd
by Mary Janea
Staff Reporter

University Year for ACTION, a project offered at Saint Mary's next year, will allow students to work directly with the Spanish-speaking community in South Bend, St. Joseph County, and Northern Indiana, without interrupting their education or entirely removing them from the college, stated its director, De- Richard Bohan.

Recruitment for the year-long VISTA program will continue through Tuesday, April 3. However, Bohan indicated that any interested students go to Holy Cross Hall, SMC, between 7 and 10 pm where active recruitment will occur.

"The VISTA program offers the one opportunity to combine the application of a liberal education, the commitment of the students and the tradition of the college in a unique and meaningful way. It is an additional as well as a service program. The students of the college will have an important role in the final design, as well as the education of the Year for ACTION," he said.

According to Bohan, the goal of the St. Mary's program is to develop the community, chiefly by establishing a multi-purpose community center. Students will work through the agencies of education, culture, youth organizations and leadership development to build up the community.

Projects

"The original steps in designing the VISTA project at Saint Mary's College were taken during the summer of 1972. The final design and job descriptions will be worked out with the help of student volunteers who participated," he continued. However, tentative projects included:

--El Campion Day Care Center, in which volunteers will work to raise the English vocabulary of pre-school age children, to meet the first grade level expectancy by the time they enter the local schools. Secondly, workers will conduct a health and nutrition course for parents.

--An Urban and Migrant Newsletter will be compiled by volunteers. This newsletter will have a means as a communications and supply information regarding the services available and the rights and conditions of the community.

--A Data Analysis project will be organized to analyze existing information concerning conditions of the migrant camp, and will serve as a liaison between the community and the general public.

--The Community Cultural Center will deal primarily with teenagers, developing cultural activities, providing job training and guidance, and developing community youth leadership.

--A tutoring program has also recently been established.

Academics

By participating in this program, for a full year, students can earn between 30 and 36 hours of credit. The departments of education, political science, psychology, and sociology, which are sponsoring the project, will grant credit for work completed by the students as a volunteer and for independent study down on campus. Specific courses offered through the program involved the active participation in work within the community.

In addition, "volunteers can take some courses on campus preferably seminar-type courses, so long as neither the schedule nor the workload do not interfere with their work," Bohan said.

"In most circumstances," he continued, "no more than twelve hours may be earned so that students will make normal progress toward graduation during the Year for ACTION.

He stressed that this program will not delay and individual's graduation. "If you can't graduate with your class, you won't be admitted into the program," he stated.

Community Living

Volunteers are expected to live in the community in which they are working during service, and in this way, identify with the community being served, Bohan said.

Students will be living in South Bend's west side, and a housing agency will search for appropriate housing, he added.

Finances

All volunteers are regarded as federal employees under VISTA and as full-time students. Thus, compensation includes $160 per month for living expenses, $35 a month for personal expenses, and a stipend of $10 a month payable at the end of service. Compensation will be longer than six months, and accumulated during service.

As students, volunteers are expected to pay the regular tuition fee they would expect to pay if taking courses on campus. Scholarships and grants previously awarded will continue, he added, and noted that a student may also apply for a Work-Study grant by the college.

Admittance

"The project is open exclusively to next year's juniors and seniors. Although some knowledge of Spanish is advised, Bohan said that fluency in the language is not necessary for all jobs. Workers in other areas besides psychology, sociology, education and political science can also be involved, particularly in the art and speech and drama departments, he continued.

Notre Dame will not participate in this program, he stated. However, since St. Mary's is the only college in Indiana offering this type of program, students from other schools are invited to participate, and will be admitted to Saint Mary's as Special Students. Credits obtained in this program will be trainable to the students' original school after completion of the program.

Length of Project

"While most of the projects will..."
A Cincinnati physician and his wife, Dr. Jack and Barbara Wilke, will discuss "Abortion: Medical and Social Aspects" at 8 p.m. tonight in Washington Hall of the University of Notre Dame. The program is sponsored by the Student Union Academic Commission and is open to the public.

Authors of the widely read Handbooks on Abortion, the Wilkes have appeared in about 70 cities during the last year and have presented arguments against abortion legislation laws before 10,000 people. They also appeared on 19 radio and television shows.

Dr. Wilke, a practicing physician for 22 years, and his wife, a former department chairman in a college of nursing, say the recent Supreme Court decision on abortion "has left the nation in shock."

The Wilkes presently serve as chairmen of the Right To Life Group in Cincinnati. They are the authors of several books on sex education for children and of magazine articles published in 29 publications. A group of teaching recordings have also been completed by the couple.

Accompanying their talk will be a series of color slides showing the development of the child in the womb.

Princeton prof's lecture slated

Dr. James H. Billington, Professor of History at Princeton University and an authority on Russian literature and history who will speak on "The Strange Death of Liberal Education" at 4:45 p.m. Thursday in Moreau's Little Theatre. This lecture is jointly sponsored by the舍得 and The American Historical Association. Billington will address himself to the subject of the humanities in liberal education.

A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Princeton in 1940, a long-time student of his class, Dr. Billington subsequently studied at Oxford on a Rhodes Scholarship, receiving his Ph.D. degree in 1950 and was elected a fellow of Christ Church in 1946. Dr. Billington was one of the first 10 United States science lecturers at the University of Leningrad, where he gave a series of lectures on Russian history, under the State Department's Program of Cultural Exchange. His subsequent trips to Russia included "working assignments" at Moscow University and the Academy of Science in Moscow.

Dr. Billington has published numerous articles on Russian and on American foreign affairs.

He is a member of the Council of Foreign Relations and of the American Historical Association. He was appointed by President Nixon to the Board of Foreign Scholarship which has supervision and executive authority for International Academic Exchanges. In September, 1971, he was elected chairman of that board.

Lecture at SMC on Indian lit

P. Lal, Professor of English at India's Calcutta University and St. Xavier's College, will discuss "Indian Literature infelicitous," at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Carroll Hall, Maudoley Memorial. This is part of the College's continuing "India 72" series and is sponsored in conjunction with the Saint Jerry's College English Department.

Since India was under British rule for almost 100 years, and the language of the Indian schools. Even today the most common degree conferred upon students, we involved in the sciences, is the B.A. degree. English literature, therefore, contemporary Indian writers often and naturally write in English.

The focus of Mr. Lal's discussion will be the modern Indian authors who are dealing with the struggles and successes or individuals in an urban existence. He will read examples of poetry inspired by the Bangladesh crisis.

A perfect example of an Indian writing in English is P. Lal, who writes poetry. He refers to his other endeavors as "transcreation," the act of putting native Indian works into English. Currently, he is on a Jawaharlal Nehru Fellowship to transcribe two Hindi classics.

Looking for a life of Growth and Service?

Do you remember the last time you gave of yourself and grew in knowledge? Recall the last time you accepted a challenge because you knew others believed in you. Remember the last time you experienced the power of Jesus Christ in your life.

As a Holy Cross Brother these experiences can be repeated and deepened in a life of dedication and service to God and the people. For more information write to: Father Robert Fillmore, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556

An Tostal

Girls Basketball Tourney

Rosters (8-12 members) now being accepted.

OPEN TO ND & SMC WOMEN

CALL GREG 7876

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOTICES

Newest opportunità: 57 Beach Box Trip: Pet. Compl, Mary 2149.

Writers wanted: driving to Florida. Pay $300, 400. Call 351-6255, 7:30 pm.

Rummage sale: Family, 60 items. 57 Beach Box Trip. Pet. Compl.

Two young sisters: desire job to teach piano. Mary 2168.

Residence wanted: for off campus. Call Nancy 2143.

Notice: P. Lal. is a good poet. Call Bert 1374.

Two month letters desirably outgoing to P. Lal. R. C. Letter or Pet. Compl.

Notice: We are not interested in ACS. OR DC. Call Bob of Tom 337-2970.

Nordber Office: 11 INDOLLS. This weekend. Mary 2165.

Notice: Columbus, Ohio. Friday 3-9. Call Lois 1683.

Wanted: one interesting note, mine or someone interested in note. Call Tom and expenses. Call Tom and expenses.

Notice: Two girls to New York City or vicinity for Easter Break. Will share expenses and expenses. Call Tom and expenses.

Volunteers wanted: Swimming instructors needed for week of April 17. Classes will be held from 8:12 each morning for grade school children at the YMCA, 1811 Locust. Contact Lois March at the locker desk, 639, for further information.

Observer seeks assistant Advertising Manager. Excellent position for wife of Grad or Under Grad student. Must be in Lore. Call Tom 1972.

Notice: Two girls to New York City or vicinity for Easter Break. Will share expenses and expenses. Call Tom and expenses.

For Sale

- Apple II E computer, extremely low mileage, mechanically perfect, Call 224- 6655.

- For sale: two 68 Beach Boys line (Call 1660).


- Want to sell: The Brandt International, under 1000 miles. Call 819-3616, I. musk offer, an offer.

- 1972 Plymouth Duster 383 must cling. Call 832-R.


- Blanco Boy for sale. 1 tower camera. Call 844-

- LOST AND FOUND

- Lost: Some pretentious backgrounds at Circle B Ball relay. Call Mary 326. 

- Found: Gorgeous white hoodie last Sunday in West dorm. Call Mary 426.

- Lost: Baggie, tape & white receiver TV line No. 1679. Reward Call 335434. Area of Hill & Continuation. Absolutely must be returned or lost.

- Mickeys last a camera was in a female locker 1st floor. About to be picked up in locker on Douglas Dr. Tuesday afternoon.

- Lost: Heifer that gave me trouble Saturday night on main quad. Call 311-1327.

- All types of t-shirts and jerseys. Many colors to pick from. Your choice of numbers, letters, N.D. Emblems and designs. We print almost anything. See large poetry selection. Open Mon-Sat.

- 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

Thursday, March 29, 1973

the observer
Golfers encouraged by Southern swing

by Tom McKenzie

It’s been another year of signs of spring at Notre Dame. As quickly as the fields thawed to greens, Notre Dame’s Burke Memorial golf course went under siege. Some of the invading troops are hackers, while some are genuine pro-quality golfers with good equipment. The battle is fierce, the stakes are high, and the pressure is only heightened by the presence of some of the best golfers in the country. Each year, the tournament brings together the best players from across the nation, and it’s always a thrilling spectacle to watch. The tournament is known for its challenging courses and the fierce competition it attracts. The Notre Dame golf team, under the leadership of Coach O’Callahan, has firmly established itself among the top programs in the country. The team’s success is a testament to the hard work and dedication of its members, as well as the support of the coaches and the university administration. As the tournament approaches, the team is gearing up for another year of competition. The players are preparing their swings and studying the courses, determined to come out on top. The atmosphere is electric, and the anticipation is palpable. The tournament is not just a golfing event; it’s a celebration of the sport and a testament to the passion and dedication of those who love it. As the players teed off, the crowd roared in excitement, and the course echoed with the sound of clubs hitting balls. The competition was fierce, and everyone was giving their all to win. In the end, the team emerged victorious, cementing their place among the elite of collegiate golf. The tournament was a success, and the team will use the momentum to carry them through the rest of the season. The future looks bright, and the team is ready to take on whatever challenges lie ahead. The Notre Dame golf team is a force to be reckoned with, and they will continue to excel on the links. The team is dedicated, hard-working, and passionate about the sport, and they will always give their best. The tournament was a great day for golf and a great day for Notre Dame golf. The team’s success is a testament to their commitment and hard work, and they will continue to be a force to be reckoned with in the world of collegiate golf.